
Convert Classroom Desks into Standing Desks
The Standing Desk Conversion Kit and dynamic FootFidget® Footrest can have a postive effect on student’s  
focus, attention, and performance. “Go Green” by economically recycling your current classroom desk  
into a standing desk. 

The Kit and FootFidget® also provide: 
• Ergonomically correct positioning
• Improved focus and attention
• Core and postural activation 
• Ability to expend excess energy
• Improved circulation to improve brain function
• Increased caloric output

Standing Desk Conversion Kit with FootFidget® Footrest

move and channel their energy while improving attention and focus. Simply take 
off your desk’s old leg extensions, put on the new, and attach the FootFidget® 
Footrest. Desks will realize heights of up to 41 ½” depending on desk style. See 
measuring guide below. Each Kit includes 4 custom leg extensions for class-
room desks with 1” or 7/8” diameter legs, and one FootFidget® Footrest. 
*Desk not included.  
A.  960583 (4) legs 7/8” diameter and 19 inches long 
B.  960584  (4) legs 7/8” in diameter and 24 inches long 
C.  960580  (4) legs 1” in diameter and 19 inches long.  
D.  960581  (4) legs 1” in diameter and 24 inches long.   

Standing Desk Measuring Guide

1.  Remove the leg extension from the current desk. Measure the diameter of the 
leg (pipe). Is it 7/8” or 1” diameter? Order this leg diameter.

2.  Measure from the desktop to screw hole on the permanent stationary leg  
attached to desk. Match to Column A.  Circle that number on the chart.

3.  the student’s 
correct desk height measurement. Next to the circled number in column 
A - match this desk height measurement to either Column B (19” long leg) or 
Column C (24” long leg).  Order this leg length. 

COLUMN A
Inches from Desktop to 

Screw hole on permanent 
Stationary desk leg

13”
14”
15”
16”
17”
18”
19”

COLUMN B
Elbow to Floor measure-
ment (19” long replace-
ment desk leg needed)

27-1/2” to 33-1/2”
28-1/2” to 34-1/2”
29-1/2” to 35-1/2 “
30-1/2” to 36-1/2”

COLUMN C
Elbow to Floor measure-
ment (24” long replace-
ment  desk leg needed)

29-1/2” to 35-1/2”
30-1/2” to 36-1/2”
31-1/2” to 37-1/2”
32-1/2” to 38-1/2”
33-1/2” to 39-1/2”
34-1/2” to 40-1/2”
35-1/2” to 41-1/2”

A-B-C-D

THE ‘ATTACHABLE’ FOOTFIDGET®  FOOTREST
Use as a dynamic footrest that attaches to a standard classroom desk 

heavy resistance of the FootFidget® with their feet, students will realize 
proprioceptive input and energy releasing, focus attaining movement 
while leaving their hands free for classwork. The sturdy, nonslip design 
easily attaches to most school desks.  *Desk not included.
E. 960582: ‘Attachable’ FootFidget® Foot Rest (one size)    

Flexible resistive FootFidget® channels  
energy to improve focus and attention.
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